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2. 	K-67 	atat 

Blakey had headed what we have just examined,olmaIR 

"Conclusion: Oswald Lone Assassin." what he fdllows that with is 

headed "Oonspiracy Theories Rejected t. But as we saw with the 

giactuaia0A unrefuted and irrefutable officia evidence, the 
6/' iq -6±:14  

actual official proof is that Oswa d,wh.8)1611,3T,7proven to be the 

assassin and cannot be proven to be an assassin, was not "lone" 

when no one man could have done the shooting that the best shots 

in the country did not and could not do, not even under much 

better conditions. 
EArlw 4;44- 

it#1 Or, that there was a conspiracy was not a theory-it ee-d-en 

irrefutable fact from the official evidence only, that same unrefuted 

and irrefutable evidence. And:710744 whether or not Bkakey admits 

it, as the Warren Commission did not, there is more evidence that 

proves there was a conspiracy, by proof not by any sc4called 

el 3 441 142, g rLA'"j*--e) 	,t1:44.1_, 	di2tii(A„t 
"theory.F ' 4 4 	 1,1 1/, 

j  

What* controls all officialidom and has since before the 

is *the national ,policy that 

the nrew President approved 

as we have seen and as I gof 

Blakey can "'reject" all the 

but *what he cannot "reject" is 

was a conspirlacy that assassinated Kennedy and made Johnson President. 

Blakey says that the "Commission went to great length (131 pages) 

of its Report to dismiss the idea of a plot, and it said that no 

limitations (had) ...been placed on the Commission's inquiry. ... 

If there is any...evidence (of a plot) it has been beyond the reach 
of all the investigative agencies and resburce4f the United States 

assassinated President **as buried 

in that Katzenbach memorandom 

the Sunday night before the burial, 

/4 

into 	greater length in other writingseliA 
, 

conspiracities he wants to reject 

the faft not the theory, that there 
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..."(page 3_0). 

This is tricky language by the Commission and Blakey, no Suer- 
4A 

lock Holmes, does not point out 	t the Commission did not have 

to search, did not have to plumb "all the investigative agencies 

and resurces of the United States" for what it had i,n its own re 
4 

record. fly one of those many proofs, not theories in it record is 

what we have seen from the Commission's own hearings and testim;ny 

that is fact, not thoery, that then best shots in the country could 

not, under much better condditions, duplicate the shooting at 
t 4A1_ 

a%tttributes to th 	oor'4" shot, Idwald. 

Who, as the Commission also Mew and did not have to dig for, 

according to the paraffin tests made by the Dallas police, did 

not fire a rifle tha day. 

Blakey continues his argument saying that "The Commission's 

(no-conspiracy) conclusion was the produce of a sytematic edam-

ination of the issue that, on its face, was thorough an foolproof 

(page .l). 

There were no "itsues" to be examined to determine whether 

there had been a conpsiracy, only AOtthe fact, the irrefutably end 

unreffuted fact and all the other totallYjrti'relevant matters that 

Blakey goes into hererhave no relationship to the unquestidabl fact 
- 

that the CoLmmissi on and he ignore and nothing he might dredge up 
4 

can change the irrefutable and Motofficia44 	ored offivisl  
A  pvt 

fact that there was a conspiracy becau% e shooting was 'proven, 

bieyo4id any question, to have been impossible for any one man, 
■_ 

including the very best shots in the country/. 

Blakey then rehashed. some of the Commission's really 

"affiliations" Oswald had. They were, at best, slight and 

contets on Oswald's initiative and amont to nothing. 2The 

*ip 

non-existent 

meaningless 

fact is 
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to prove it, Oswald had no real conne-btion with any poltical 

group and, as the Commission and Blakey fail to report, Oswald 

could pot have been "affiliated" with boththe Communist party 

and the Socialist Workers Party at the same 4ime Abecause thy 
co/h-c-v, AA-IL-4A vve 	-/4: o  

hated and fought each otherp(page 33). ill-e4; NW- 	 4414?-4°7 

There are more pages that rehash what was we 	known and 

have nothing to do with the absolutely irrefutable proof that 
a 

the assassinatiion was the end product of a co ,npsiracy, the 

-truth that wa s rued outside officialoacknofledgement by the 

President's agreement with that Katzeeba6ii memo the night 

before the assassinated 'resident was buried. 

After more rehash lik this, including under the -,heading, 

Oswald and Ruby Not Connected,"Blakey has reacted the end of his  

chapter titled "Tie Aftermath -p,olifusion, Grief and an Inquiry." 

The aftermath of the JFK assassination did incldude confusion most 

of all bfcaue here never was any real investigation of tat assassi- 

nation and, as we have seen, that was official policy,  pven before 

the assassjination PresiAent was buried. 

There was widespread grief. It was not limited to the victim's 

fiemily, and) 
 what Blakey refers to an an inquiry: never was that 

and, tragically, never was intended to b-e a real -inquiry." 

Blakey'5 next *chapter, his third chapter, i s titled "The 

Decline of Credibiliy, 1964-1976." In this Blakey suggests that 

the decline in credibility ended when his committee was created 

but the fadt As that Blakey, personally, added to the desserved 

lack of credibility, that lack coming, depite the enormous media 

campaihgn to have the unacceptzble Repory accepted, eaggeT t411 
6 ,(P',A4vPd i A b M 'c 4 fire 

the lack of credibility in the Report, 	 made up, in itd 

entprety", Atit 	as it soon was proven beyond question, Ind" 
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(my wife's typing substituting for type settig_j_,,  

The fact is that even in its unusual forD4 as a private 

printing  itewash  was a best seller. It had no organized distribu-

tion. I had not a penny for advertising or promotion. But the 

book was so comprehensible that it sold itself and it sold well, 

very well for a private printing. 1g went through at least fur 

±id I think five priWtibgs the least of which was for-Weeomeopies, 

before Dell, which had turned the book sdown three times, came to 

me folit. Dell spent not a penny on advertising or promotions, It 

did not even arrange for me to appear on a single talk show. But 

with an original pratkof a quarter of million copies in December 
qi) 11-  

1966, it was distributing its fourth reprinting in May of 1967. 
<, A/6( 	k _Y 
he act al record of that book, without a penny spent on adver-

tising or promotionsm, makes it clear, without any question at all, 

takila what Blakey is a fraud and a liar who is bankrupt on the sub- 

hect on which he present himself as an expert. 

It should be noted that he has not a word of criticism about a 

single word I wqoe, and tat after he haled wasted the largest 

appropriation evear made by the House of Representatives for any 

investigation. 

And of what 

internet a Dell 

under a hink  dred 

people%iyink of that book, which is not at all what 
_17 

- was told in Aug*st of 2001 that on the 

aeh‘nety-five cent reprint had been sold for just 

dollars. 

Blakey says h•e  

k 	1%tivt-j keik 	 LA,A4e, 	eitid& 
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In all the many years since my first book was first publithed, 

ing.(f6act eio, 

use Blakey canno refute a single word in 	of 
40_k.  4,44.L.4.4074-4; 

the lae4ainstead presents what may 	conclusione7gC 

of theAssassin:"(The ) monumental record of th President's Commission 

will stand like a Ebralter of factual literature throughout the 
C- /vOT24-4-\AALguuipli-,26 eirArvi ki,eif GO c, 

ages to come " (page 40). 	5,6 r 	A)Ikti4 

Blakey begins this assault on the critics suggesting that Marl{ 
1.71,6) 

Lane's was the first book, as it was not. He then gees akter4kazz 

attacking I  Whitewash:4 e Re ort on 	WarreLReport, the first 
.fireA\ 

book and then, withoutrg-word made up against any of them, wall 

my bokks: 
6.wwwq fik 

publaerezption . . 1.") Next to Lane in prominemc 
firsiwave of critics was Harold Weisberg, a former U.S. Senate investi-
gator whose series of privately published harangues (Whitewash, 
Whitewash II, Photographic Whitewash, etc.) were centered on the 
theme of government complicity and cover-up, but because his rhetoric 
was so obscure, his arguments so dependent on accusation rather than n logic, the effect of Weisberg's work was to make complex issues confus- 

my books 
1q4 i 

fact,(A' 

45 

.cfar4320414.0 the Commissions own evidence. 

(For all the world as though Gerald Ford was an impartial 

observier, Blakey quotes a line from his ghosted book, Portrait 

in 1965, not a single one of the many of whom I was severely 

critical, including Members, like ,Ford, staff from Rankin down and 

a n innumerablely large number from the federal agencies , not a 

aingle one has written or phoned to complain that i was unfair or 
a 

inaccurate in anything I (laid bout him. One of the Commission 

Members, the most conservive of them :Senator Richard B. Russell, 

not only approved my writing but h encouraged me until his dying day 

So, when Blakey cannot say a single word in fact uar-criticism he 

refers to all my works as 'Harangues." 

It is a lie that any of those books "centered on the tb4'eme of 

governmnet complicity." It is true that they dealt with govern- 
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LA vlicc1nkiAt (A/10  - 

ment cover-up. )I use that word in the subtitle of the second 

book and the tit1440 of the firs'' four beciirwiwith "Whitewash," 

refering to the government, and after all tivevir these ye rs 
A q Ed  

no reason to consider c4hanging any of those words. 
clre.es, 

F or alp the word as though any of my bookslis other than 

entirely factual, which not one is, all coming from the official , 

evidence only,Blakey, unable to address 	aimitAingle trutl 

word of criticism against any one of them , then says" his 
It 

rheteric was so obscure, his arguments soddependent on aam;Erstt-ii 

accusations rather than logic, the effect of Weisberg's work was 

to make complex issues confusing. " I 	a77.rn N 	, '4(1 ':"(A4A7"2611 e.°17le  

There is no "okscuryity" except in tie minds of those who 

have to make up accusations when they cannot address 4tose brooks 

on fact. 

I do not "argue" 

Blakey pretends ,his 
lu-WrOA4,  

directiraation of 

evidence that says other than the official misrepresentation of 

the eviden4ce says. 
4 

I make no accusations in those books. A gain, what Blakey 

refers to as my "accusations" are the only thing he4can make ',alp 

when he does not quote a single one, as he could not qjote a single 

illustration to support his earlier lies. 

Which is what they are 	deliberate lies, and there is no no 

reason to sugar-lbat th06. 
c 

What hio,  ?ran refer to, if lie has anything in mind, is ikat the 

official evidence I mobilized because there is nothing else in 

those books. 

The only way in which anything _I +wrote tat could make any- 

in any of those books. Where there is what 

argument, it the it the mobili*4-Aon ad the 

the official evidence itself, the official 
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thing "confusing" was in confrontation with th cfficial mythology 

which being mythology, Qannot s'Urvive comparison ,,pith fact. 

Thus the dishonesBlakey sk'ips around what he and his di4inest 

wo k cannot survive. 

In what he hre says4
)
Blakey is contradicted by the many thousands 

of letters I have rece,eived. Quite a few were from high school students 
6 6/ 

bw.4  
who had nolvidifficulty understanding what I wroee,,a-r-tttel some 

0211 	- students even younger)  Wks 	wiA,14  

Perhaps the most effective refutation of what Blakey says here 

when in bis intellectual bankruptyc he can say nothing truthfll 

is tha hen Dell reprinted ItAlitewas 	ith a first print ofa quarter 

of a million coucopies and wit il four additional reprints they 

edited nothing and made no changes at all in anyting in the first 
ball> 

kyt 	oo sy -̂40 -j- (14,46 
6)".4411  

**Even tpugh White ash well ix uneditedrough draft. 

And it today reams 

It alone, the very 
4 1  

with it, a ord's was, 

the oall-basic book on the Ailkdassassination. 
A 
	 c,4,4/ 	(2e, 

fist book o 	su fee not in agreement 

proved that as his record on the ,Commission 

sews, Ford did not know what he was talking about. Rather than 4 

being like the rock of Gibralter or U6sfactual lactarai 1 iteratureft,  
was 

00011asting throughout the ages to come," the Report turned into 

sand by the fir4 analysis of sit. 
ti 

5o, na Virally, Oblakey had to 4lie about it or he' Et have had 

no book be cause the reports of his investigation have .41the same 

self-destruction guilt in and like the Report of the Warrren 
a041 	 u14 

Commission, can survive no /real analysis. And)if-5Eau look at 
A 

Blakey's index (page 428) You will find no other references to any 

of my books or to me. Only this entirely dishonesy one with 

ch, intellectually yellow as he is, he qttemptes to wipe out the 



of it, either. I gconducted Lthe successful investigation for 
/ 1/42,2,A 

op 	 the habeas petitior) 1̂ which Pay then won, and I conducteAtithe 
4 

investigation for the forteenrwadigks of Aparings in 

district court in Memphis, which could not be won there then, and 
EIL 	/ not 	a - t-e-ifordf this in his official investigation or in his 

lccover-up • ook. 

them gartzatztha public. 

---)He did not even get what was public before his committee came 

into existence. 

which also says much about Blakey as an inves 
vi/_116- %/7  

What I did in the King case was also public he made no use 

As an illustration of h4 intended dishonesty in this part 

of his writing, before his committeeeVawas created I had published 

seven books on the politi6a1 assassination,i ncluding ine 

the King assassination, which Blakey ignores in his book but was 

part offf, his committee's respatns'libilies, Iand had obtained faire 

an 	
v't-'hk11.4 a4r0.T 4 

s cf a million pages from the 

FBI, much more than Blakey obtained although my getting them made 
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the built-in, tie baasic dishonesty of his own immitation Warren 

Report with all the mistakes in it and a few added lah-atakey. 
A 

This disgrace to the public service is so dishonest, so afraid 

of precipitating an flight with me over his phony book hd apparently 

feared mention of even my works from which he and 
	

committee 

'took what I (alone) brought to light -cad he cribbed from my400ks, 
r1q4e 	 6 	-4 

presenting
71 
 as his own work. 

Interestingly enough, while he4au5kmentions the title 4,  

three of them, he even excludes them from his inae 	Ctarl 41.44:- '441  

Blakey being BYiakey%iLi: / 	 -1,41/A)J 
/ 

a small and superficial triviality that says the Warren Commission 

was right in spite of itself and its being wrongfr(page 414). 

Blakey being litlaklir . 

When Blakey argues in defense of the official assassination 

zyyLythplotgy. 	he still cannot 40 be homest,as when he say'' d that 
Ai  that 

4FBI telits(fEcTicafited that it would have taken 2.3 seconds for a 

single gunman to have fire two well-aimed shots..."(papie 42). In 

the kind of plain ,41!English Blakey and his gernsgrosslly and in-

tendedly dishonest book reaquires, every part of this is and to his 
49"7(  

knowledge lkis a !lie. 

was notYFBI4st" which could, ipadicate" any such thing. 

It was a single firing by a single agent, a single shot under, 

again, vastly improved conditions, in an inside firing range at 

at a distance of 25 feet and on 3it the tniaklevel , with that agent 

in the best position for firing, the prone position, not from a 

height Rad at a steep angle and from an awkward position, through 

a witidow yet when the bottom of that tall window was but a single 

foot from the floor. As we have seen, the best shots in the country, 

But he does index the 	 0 mentions, 1at!iu:§ que  



imigq.could n 

CW")  eQAAA- 
t and did not duplicate Oswald's alleged, really imagined 

ooting . 
cx..,64) 

Tat fictitious g2.3 seconds was not for "two well-aimed shots). aa 
044; Amt,zrio 	 0- 

tly(A4-mt 	 .a 
wfs the time between shots *two shot not aimed ayg a hum n. 

,When Blakey gets to the "found" bullet, as he had to, ,ge 

he again repeats the glaring lie without which there could have been 

no .Warren Report and without which he could not, as he all areing 

planned for his committe s conclusion. He is less than usually 

dishonest yet despite his efforts he is still dishonest. He saga 

that "The nearly whole bullet"(Commission Exhibit 399) reportedly 

fYOund on Connslly'fs stretcher at Parkland and assumed to be 

the one that had wounded both men. ..." 

was not found ark' Connally 's stretcher and it was 

,t(yand" on it. There was not the fslight,zstAuestion 

about ht...hzt at all. It was "fo-,;nd" by a sigle A person. It was 
Ivt, 	linson 	 r. 

observed by DaI/len Thumps= al ^ one when jw.v.casaw in came out from 
am (AAA-J. -one.  --it./ am4 Gwu'd 	I lb 

undernesth the mattress ori7--74m stretcher an 	to j.ildir rA 
'vv-10 4A-14,  

elootk That ailb-(6Y-Tomlinson alone. 	when Str3e-ct-ciTer Dpushcl . 
Tomlin sox) hard to get him to testify to the lie, that was so 

4mportant in the Commission's preplanned conclusion, Tomlinson still 

refused to dto that ,  He*' then added that frf he did what 

Spector was pressuring him so hard to do he'd rigirt be rAable to A 

sleep mights. 

It was assumed to have hit both men but that was contrzary to 

the best evidence the Commission had, thst what was beikg made up 

f)r it ew was jmpossible. This also 44iis proven in the Commission's 

Fidelithp-to estab4.ished fact is not a Blakey fcilule. 
0 

Next (page4s 	) Blakey gets into Garrison who was, as Blakey 

That bullet 
MPVA./ 

not t,'reportedly 
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says, a fraud.. However, Blakey being Blakey, he beGi ns with 

an untruth, In DOcember1966 Garrison was telling newsmen 'for 
/- 

background' that he had a suspect in the Kennedy assassination 

and that an arrest was imminent "page 47). I knew most of those 
1A, 

"newsmen " one of the most pro‘inent was a woman and the col.-author 

of a book on Garrison .;ate not one even told me any such thilt. 

There was universal complaint in February of the next eyear, how-

even, when the story did break, but then that was on the initiatAe 

of the morning of the "'air oof daily papers of common ownership. 761 
6 „atmriummx 	 the 

chenn :he court records onisearch warrants obtained by Garrison, 

There are other errors ani quotings of partisans misrepresented 
i 

ps impartisl but there is no poi,t 4 wasting time on them when there 

are bigger fish to fry. 	 L: 	-549r 
Next Blakey gets to "The Castro Assassinatio6 ?Plcis," n lakey's 

account it was dinecessary for him to omit w4 at was, well ..sand pub-

licly kno, that they were Eisenhower pits.:1; are among thee 

t44.3Piw -1,14 
j

Y: 4= / 
any Kenn_edj.  „plot wit the haafia to assassix1te Castro. AA vka 	&t ate', 

kr viAit44A-H 	g /Alai 
Vlia*y--8464asiestates that "the $idea originated w:Ith(J.C.) 

King an4Colonel Sheffied Edwards"(ple 53) when there is no doubt 

that the idea was Eisenhowei/s. As the Bay of Pig/ aLsp ad 

policies 

Kennedy b 

with not 

Eisenhower preferred that he deliberately fixed on 

y 1wAng the situations what Kennedy could not get away 
*c.t4 

continuing. However, tare Ts no evid6-4nce  at alik---erof 

4/144,  
originated witliT;i6Eisenhowej. Snd riach f,,,,LJJ143./. did. 

144  a Clh 
Again. *44aBlakey incluStes mvej less than was publicly 

reported GAA/vt tA,-0 	1< 	\11 
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effect joi not the purpose2of protecting E 	L isenhJower's repitation 

and it leadailthe uninfrmed reader to believe thati with the res)on-

sibility made to appear to be Kennedy's,there is a basis for 

Castro wanting retaliation agains kennedy. 4-1/441A  41a-C,111  14-"16/  

Blakey Knows what he does not say, that these plots were 

Eisenhower plots (page 53). 

Only when he gets to page 59 does Blakey end this misleading: 

Vir 	
r ' the delivery of poison pills and weapons to the exiles. (Taylor swore to 

the Senate Committee on July 9, 1975, that he never heard of Harvey's 

flit 

	

	 passing pills to poison Castro.) It was also on May 7 that Attorney 
General Kennedy was briefed by Colonel Edwards and CIA General 
Counsel Houston, who informed him of the operations involving 
underworld figures, but they said they had been terminated, which was 
a lie. They said that Roselli and Giancana had been offered $150,000; 
that senior CIA officials in the Eisenhower administration had approved 
the project orally; and that knowledge of the operation extended to only 
six persons within the agency. (The 1967 Inspector General's report in-
dicated it was known to thirteen CIA officials, including ex-
Director Dulles.) Edwards testified to the Senate Committee on May 
30, 1975, that at the time of the Kennedy briefing he had not known the 
CIA was still dealing with the underworld, but the Senate Committee 
chose not to believe him, citing the 1967 I.G. Report and Harvey's 
testimony of July 25, 1975, in which he said Edwards knew full well that 
the operation was proceeding on track when he told him about briefing 
the Attorney General. Houston described the Attorney General's reac-
tion at the briefing to the Senate Committee: "If you have seen Mr. 
Kennedy's eyes get steely and his jaw set and his voice get low and pre-
cise, you get a definite feeling of unhappiness." Kennedy met on May 9 
with Hoover, who described the Attorney General's displeasure in a 

-• memo.Air ) Cioity..e,5/ , 	
... 

' 	••• 	• • 

What Blakey does _it 'Ake clew= 	t when the Kennedys 

first learned about what they have been blamed for by so many 

was in 1462 when the plots dated to August, 1960, or were 

Eisenhower's*Robert Kennedy, after that briefing, demanded a fuller 

caind the memo was sent to him by CIA ci6L.nsel Larry Houston. 	I 

have the memo and the brief Houston memo whiGh forwarded it. In the 

memo Edwards said that only six men, all high officials of the CIA, 

knew about the plots and there were no records of iy on paper. 

Even that turns out to have been a lie, with thirteen CIA officials 

ievaANAs 6/kJ-vi 

:31%104°  
Whatever his intent, this is not honest writing, it is has the 

1.444.a-kc1 
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When Blakey states that at the time of the Kennedy briefing, 40 

401 May, 19b3the CIA was still clealing with the underworld, what 

he does not say is that without any authorization the C)1 was 
011-  

dealing with some of the same characterslin an effisag to ge them 

to kill Castro. 

:4AgainA)Blakey inadequacy en he does not .0u 'press entirely, 

And what he does not spell out is that at the time the memos 

to Kennedy were prepare: (houston's was merely a very ori-

covering men) the CIA "stated falsely that the Roselli operation 

had been terminated," he fails to state that thi64—"operation" was 
C442L 

to get K—fttrifedy assassinate i by the/nafia. 

Blakey could have learned more about this frAafia ftivtimi business 

and more aboutcielayea rkpotts Vto injure Cuba in various ways if 

he bad read dSclosed government records. 

Thus Blakeyk 	ends his thirdoachapter. 

mmitte, 

gas J.tA._)j  = AtzitfatIy= 	 gressional 

I401:17119,16-11Z4  Ashes  

Still again, the permeating, the perpetual Blakey dishonesty. 

Still again the Blakey who pretends he is Perry Mason reborn 

is actually a Pini<Panther, junior fograde. 


